
From: Jones, Andrea  
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 2:51 PM 
To: Barrett, Jon <JBarrett@a2gov.org> 
Subject: Re: 1500 Chandler Rd Appeal ZBA17-030 

 
Dear Mr. Barrett,  
 
My name is Andrea Mack-Jones I reside at 1504 Chandler Rd adjacent to 1500 Chandler Rd, I will not be 
attending the meeting this evening regarding the appeal Jennifer and Matthew’s variance from Chapter 
55 I have a meeting in Tecumseh.  
 
I am very happy to have the Chapman-Solomon family as neighbors (very nice family) I am for 
renovations of the home are within reason and fits to the look of our neighborhood. Jennifer expressed 
her first plan early on it sounded reasonable I was on board I stated that in a previous email,  she told 
me she was going to contact a new contractor for other options, a survey of the property lines was done 
but I haven’t  heard if there were any new plans,  in the past a few days residents have spoken and left 
letters for me regarding changes in the area including the plans for 1500 Chandler it was stated that 
“they plan on building on top of you” my property is a family home this meaning there are other family 
members of mine that have an interest in my property so I would like to see the plans for the build out 
of the 1500 property so that I can see what they are building, how it fits into the space and “Not of top 
of me” I don’t want to give my blessings then they build this “MONSTER” of a house on a small lot that 
looms over the tops of all the surrounding house.  
 
Feel free to contact me with details of the build out or the outcome of tonight’s meeting. 
 
Best regards, 

Andrea Mack Jones  

Administrative Assistant  

Michigan Medicine  

Department of Internal Medicine  

Division of Cardiovascular Medicine   

ASH Comprehensive Hypertension Center  

 

********************************************************** 

Electronic Mail is not secure, may not be read every day, and should not be used for urgent or 

sensitive issues  
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